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.What do we try to do?
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In-situ and in-vivo experiments via
New high-speed X-ray radio- and tomography
beamline at anka
High-speed camera streaming




Technical: keep stream in memory, process fast
Sociological: include all users
.
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data acquisition
.Data acquisition
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Requirements
Generic access to all employed cameras
Low latencies, high throughput
Fast remote access .
How?
Thin api through low-level C library
Zero-copy data transfers
Remote control via tango, data
transfer via InﬁniBand protocol
.InﬁniBand streaming
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data processing
.Heterogeneous data processing
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Requirements
Process image streams on the ﬂy
Use heterogeneous compute systems
How?
Deﬁne tasks of work
Connect processing workﬂows
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Written as a framework in C + OpenCL …
Low-level access








for result in reco(read()):
print(np.mean(result))
.High-level gpu extension
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Writing gpu kernel code can be a pain, so we wrote a Python-to-OpenCL
translator …
@jit
def saxpy(a, b, y):
return a * b + y
Notes
Dynamic data type introspection
ast optimizations
Used stand-alone or with heterogeneous compute environment
.Application-speciﬁc interfaces
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.Reconstruction throughput
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control
.Experiment control
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Requirements
Process streamed data and control experiment
Provide high-level interface
Direct access to devices and compute resources
How?
Python experiment control system Concert
Provides in-process access to data and devices
Wraps device access in future* objects
Wraps compute pipelines in coroutines
* either native Python threads or Greenlets
.Asynchronous i/o and compute
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Why futures?





Enhances decoupling and modularity
.Online reconstruction
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.Storage
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Requirements
Store raw and processed data on-the-ﬂy









* libhdf 1.8.11 and libtiff 4.0.3
Performance is not a real argument for
either format but …
.Storage
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Requirements
Store raw and processed data on-the-ﬂy









* libhdf 1.8.11 and libtiff 4.0.3
Performance is not a real argument for
either format but …
.Comparison
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Single TIFFs are portable but slow
Multi-page TIFFs have potential 2
GB limit
HDF5 is fastest but high-level
tooling is lacking
or not?
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Meta data hierarchies
Abstract directory and group hierarchies as walkers
walker.ascend('scan')
stream(walker.write())
Writes structured tiff ﬁles or HDF5 dsets
So …
Solves technical problems
…but still no idea about the structure
.Data structuring
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Meta data hierarchies
Abstract directory and group hierarchies as walkers
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Solves technical problems
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.
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conclusion
.
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Summary
Local and remote high throughput data acquisition
X
Scalable heterogeneous computing X
Flexible control X
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Data and meta data storage ?
More information
Data acquisition: github.com/ufo-kit/libuca
Compute framework: github.com/ufo-kit/ufo-core
Control system: github.com/ufo-kit/concert
Python/OpenCL: github.com/ufo-kit/pina
